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	The growing interest in data mining is motivated by a common problem across disciplines: how does one store, access, model, and ultimately describe and understand very large data sets? Historically, different aspects of data mining have been addressed independently by different disciplines. This is the first truly interdisciplinary text on data mining, blending the contributions of information science, computer science, and statistics.

	

	The book consists of three sections. The first, foundations, provides a tutorial overview of the principles underlying data mining algorithms and their application. The presentation emphasizes intuition rather than rigor. The second section, data mining algorithms, shows how algorithms are constructed to solve specific problems in a principled manner. The algorithms covered include trees and rules for classification and regression, association rules, belief networks, classical statistical models, nonlinear models such as neural networks, and local "memory-based" models. The third section shows how all of the preceding analysis fits together when applied to real-world data mining problems. Topics include the role of metadata, how to handle missing data, and data preprocessing.
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Working with Linux – Quick Hacks for the Command LinePackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		Improve your terminal and command-line productivity by using powerful tools
	
		Sharpen your existing command-line skills and achieve complex tasks faster
	
		Save time and money by creating customized commands that automate day-to-day tasks
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The Singularity Is Near: When Humans Transcend BiologyViking Adult, 2005
Advance Praise For The Singularity is Near  



"Ray Kurzweil is the best person I know at predicting the future of artificial intelligence. His intriguing new book envisions a future in which information technologies have advanced so far and fast that they enable humanity to transcend its biological...
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Developing Cultural Adaptability: How to Work Across Differences (Center for Creative Leadership)Pfeiffer, 2007
Being able to communicate effectively across cultural differences, understanding how to negotiate complex social situations, and being familiar with the customs and norms of many cultures are important skills in organizations today. Perhaps even more important than possessing those essential pieces of cultural knowledge is the skill of cultural...
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Computer Vision: From Surfaces to 3D ObjectsCRC Press, 2011

	The typical computational approach to object understanding derives shape information from the 2D outline of the objects. For complex object structures, however, such a planar approach cannot determine object shape; the structural edges have to be encoded in terms of their full 3D spatial configuration. Computer Vision: From Surfaces...
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Data Analysis and Pattern Recognition in Multiple Databases (Intelligent Systems Reference Library)Springer, 2013

	
		Pattern recognition in data is a well known classical problem that falls under the ambit of data analysis. As we need to handle different data, the nature of patterns, their recognition and the types of data analyses are bound to change. Since the number of data collection channels increases in the recent time and becomes more...
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Reed-Solomon Codes and Their ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999

	Electrical Engineering/Communications/Information Theory "The Berlekamp article alone will make this book worth having." --David Forney, Vice President, Motorola Codex Reed-Solomon Codes and Their Applications Edited by Stephen B. Wicker, Georgia Institute of Technology and Vijay K. Bhargava, University of Victoria On the Voyager...
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